
It was not simply to increase
coffee consumption,
alcohol consumption,
soda consumption
(to say nothing of
chocolate demand,
pharmaceutical demand…),
but also
to decrease water demand
just enough so people
would drink coffee, beer, and soda
when they might have otherwise had water.

Water, you might say, lost the advertising wars.
You might have even begun to lose them
over 300 years earlier
when reason and the Sky God
were considered an improvement
over the pagan River God Niger
(in Ben Jonson’s Masque of Blackness)
to say nothing of the Euro-classical
Neptune and Poseidon.
This Europeanized world could “forget”
what Native Americans like
the Standing Rock Sioux tribe could never “forget”
(Water is Life; Aqua es Vida….).
Rather, you get what you pay for
(the whole myth that free
can’t be as good as something you pay for
when “priceless” became “worthless”)

or many could take it for granted—
running water, sewage systems
purified, you can drink it & it washes
even if the rivers had to be polluted
to make the water pipes in the first place.

No need for corporations to encourage water consumption
(even if they didn’t blatantly discourage it).
even the doctors who gave you Robitussin and such
knew damn well that standing under a hot shower
and gulping and gargling the water
could do more to clear the clogged up mucus cold
than the tea or chicken soup, if not the Navajo sweat lodge.

But they were biding their time
for the bottled water craze
whose ads helped make water fashionable again,
sexy as the soda made by their parent companies…
The successful branding made it a lifestyle choice!
Smart water, so smart not to fall
for college and its indentured servitude
(and bottled water is to a water fountain
as the iPod is to local street musicians & small dance clubs).

Make people pay for what they used to get for free
and that in many cases isn’t better
until of course the government stops
pouring as much money into the public water infrastructure
—giving Nestle first dibs on public sources

thanks to heavy lobbying.
So it’s a brave new shining world
for advertisers and speculators (like Michael Burry).

Those who weren’t so seduced by the ads
Or by the peer pressure that resulted from the ads
And the more subtle product placement ads slipped in news stories
About polluted public water fountains
Or sit coms, saying “ugh! Gross! You drank from a public fountain!”
(more germy of course after legal desegregation—
“Not that I’m a racist mind you”).
So perhaps I’m just a catastrophist
who deludedly feels an inexorable slide
to the privatization of water,
but I wouldn’t be surprised
if Nestle, Coke, or Chevron are working
on how to advertise the air we breathe.

Hey, Nestle, don’t you wanna last?
Hey Proctor & Gamble, isn’t the environment in your self-interest?
You’re running out of land to ruin?
Do short-term profits really matter more
than being able to pass the company on to your kids?
One possible answer:
No, I’m not necessarily loyal to Nestle, or to coffee…
It long ceased to be a family inheritance.
I’m just a CEO with bottom-line success
And that gives me leverage.
I can always move on to another conglomerate
or another division in this conglomerate
like water which is the future of course.
And my kids can just be members of the leisure class,
living off my golden parachute.
Maybe get a seat on the Council of Foreign Relations
or, if they’re not so smart, become senator or president.
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we drank up the days
inside of glistening 
crystal skulls 
and made aviator helmets 
out of scarab wings and
sea shells we collected 
from the edge of town.
i knew how to spell her name
with the strong arm
of a praying mantis
and how to build a fortress
using the twigs, berries,
and leaves left under
our pillows from our
children’s summer
escapades.

  

several petaled umbels

+ a brown baton of amaranth
tremble in a tin pitcher
on the table

while Tina tells of an Amish farmer
who stashes Red Bull
and Flamin’ Hot Cheetos
under his buggy seat.

I tell her my scandal:
an insect finds my ear
threads its noise
into my equilibrium

    tinny squeal
    as if a dumb bug
    could stop me gossiping

Tina peels homegrown tubers
  one white turnip
   worn out by worms

last fall, I confide, Alan croaked
  leaving me several
   waterlogged cassettes

in the car I rewind Gregg Allman’s
“I’m No Angel”
over and over
           a carved-out psychomachia

the tape a length of film
with a limited life
touched by the Earth

I’m no Angel
the great Earth
in my Honda
makes a sound

I know what Daddy did to you
behind that door
across the hall
from mine.
The evidence was a lump
rotting
under the living room carpet.
It drew in flies
who swarmed the room
and filled the space
between us
with their buzzing.

Mama turned the TV up,
but the buzzing got louder
and louder
until I could—and can—hear it
from the other side of Georgia
where I sleep now,
nine hundred
and fifteen
miles
from your Eighth Ave. apartment.

The flies come after me when I am alone.
They gnaw through my blouse
and burrow into my chest,
hollowing out a place
where there was once
a father
and
a mother.

But I just want you to know,
even though I won’t tell you,
that somewhere in the mess
of that gaping,
mangled
cavity,
there still is
and has always been
a brother.
 

Raúl Zurita’s poetry has occupied spaces abstract and concrete. His verses have been scrawled in chem-trails across the skies of New York 
City and carved into the sands of the Atacama Desert—the latter, “Ni pena, ni miedo” [“Neither shame, nor fear”], is famously visible 
from space. In Chile in the 1970s, under a brutally repressive dictatorial regime, Zurita projected his subversive interiority on walls always 
already destined to vandalism, if not to demolition. Demarcating a space as public as any façade, Zurita even went so far as to sear his cheek 
with an iron poker in an act I would characterize as poetical-political in its representation not of any grievance in particular, but of an 
almost senseless post-traumatic grieving. Parting from a place in his psyche scarred both by the state terror he experienced and the torture 
he endured while jailed, Zurita felt compelled to write his esoteric poetry over cityscapes, across landscapes, and in spaces as simultaneously 
public and private as the corporeal.
 Zurita, I believe, saw in his reflection not the depth of his own gentle eyes, but a space on the slope of his cheek on which 
he could inscribe a poetical-political art action impressive enough to simulate the psyche-scarring experiences he endured under                                        
authoritarianism. I spoke directly with him about all this in an interview that I will narrate now to the best of my recollection, allowing 
the poet to speak for himself about that faithful act:

I saw myself one moment, without knowing much what I was doing burning my face. Some humiliation. I remembered       
something Christ said—the year was 1975—about his “right cheek,” and I burned my left cheek, and it was something. I mean, 
I took this red-hot iron poker, and I burned it. And it was pretty brutal and pretty powerful. Completely alone, I don’t know, 
there in that void...

For a moment the poet appeared as though he were no longer present. He was perceivably lost in recollection. Resurfacing in the wake 
of some powerful memory, under his breath, the poet muttered “I might have started up with like the first whimper of a creature when 
it’s born.” Could this first whimper of a child be an act of communication compelled by—in response to—the brutality of birth, that   
marking thrust into a new order where suffering is primordially sacred, I thought. At that moment, I understood that my conversation 
with the poet would be like reading a living, breathing text.
 “There was this emptiness, maybe, and the mark of that burn, that scar,” again the poet gazed off, this time murmuring the 
word purgatory, the title of one of his most celebrated works. He started up again, but now with marked incisiveness: “But when I did it, 
I didn’t know exactly what I was doing. I probably imposed some artistic intentionality on it—that’s how it’s come to be called a work 
of art. It wasn’t artwork, but a way of suffering, feeling pain, shame, punishment.” During the 1970s, Zurita, Chile’s future poet laureate, 
endured detainment and torture by state inquisitors ordered by military dictator Augusto Pinochet’s regime to weed out subversives  fol-
lowing the 1973 coup. Let’s take the poet’s lead and challenge the pretension that his self-mutilation was simply art by instead focusing on 
the sincerity of the action as penitence for a suffering supposed to have been sacred. After all, beyond the physical scar, there isn’t anything 
innately spectacular about his act. As Zurita put it:

It wasn’t a performance, which seem theatrical and contrived to me, but something that overcame all that. For example, Vallejo 
who was an avant-gardist in the way that his expression broke with words, broke with syntax, broke away from everything. 
He’s impressionistic, profoundly impressionistic. And there’s no planning with him like there is with Huidobro. My body was 
something that could surpass pain and fear. I don’t know if I had wanted to blind myself in function of the poetry in the sky. I 
had these projects, writings in the sky—maximum solitude—that also occurred to me, practically at that same time. This idea 
of occupying spaces, occupying the sky, the desert, was really just a dreamed up reaction to that ferocious golpe. 

I’ll make a point here of charging the word golpe with a dual signification: at once coup and strike. Emphasizing the reactive nature of his 
creativity, Zurita described his (art) actions to me as an almost “delirious response.”

Faced with a strike as ferocious as the coup d’etat in Chile, there were many responses, and one was to dream. To dream, dream, 
dream, dream up something in the sky, something totally the opposite. In other words, something as grand as the pain inflicted, 
by that beating. A response not of resignation, but of enormity. Not a little poem, but something so immense. I wanted to           
respond with something of the same force, or greater still, as the pain suffered. Since one can’t kill a million people or kill an 
entire army, one does these other things. One who can’t so much as kill an ant can invent poems in the sky.

It is precisely the gravity of his responses, their enormity—truly in due measure—that makes the poet’s act of self-mutilation as                     
significant as it is.
 There is indeed something sublime about the act, a profound psychic enormity about it that I would relate to terror.                            
Self-mutilation, in this case, is a violence that reflects a psychic disturbance in the subject compelled to such self-affliction. It was the 
terror Zurita endured, state terror, which motivated this act, at once a poetical-political art action and a symptom of trauma. In a post-
traumatic mode, Zurita simulated and self-inflicted a horrific pain, rekindling the suffering that was dealt to him by his torturers.
 Like any truly traumatic experience, authoritarianism and state terror are predestined to reemerge, to afflict the collective       
human psyche with future terrors. There is no doubt that we are seeing a resurgence of fascism today across the globe. As artists or activists, 
we have a certain agency that enables us to engage reality reactively. If you take anything away from this reading, let it be that we must 
respond to or resist authoritarianism, fascism, torture, violence, and state terror whenever and wherever it emerges by whatever means 
necessary, poetical or political.
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                     See more work by Brian Blomerth at brianblomerth.com

Brian Blomerth is an artist living in New York who draws a lot of dogs. Over the 
years, he has published many comics and zines, all of which contain dogs walking up-
right, wearing clothes (sometimes), and causing all sorts of trouble. He has done album 
covers for a variety of bands, including Ryley Walker, Treasure Mammal, Pictureplane, 
and Adam Lempel—and has released a number of records of his harsh-noise-made-via-
a-Nintendo-Gameboy-and-various-effects-pedals project Narwhalz (of Sound). He’s 
been a “lab rat” for alternative nicotine intake theory and pushed the boundaries of    
performance art in a number of ways. He has provided us with the center-spread in this 
issue of Fine Print and talked with us about his art and adventures. 

Our first encounter with you was not through your visual art, but by seeing you perform 
as Narwhalz (of Sound). Could you talk a little about that project and how it started? 

Man...sometimes people have bad ideas. I don’t know a single thing about music. I don’t 
know how to play a single instrument. Thank God I lived in a time where somehow that 
was acceptable. I got to spend a small piece of my 20s drunk on Four Loko and rolling 
around in a basement somewhere stupid, talking shit to people while I pressed buttons 
on a Nintendo Gameboy. It’s very strange to me. Extremely bewildering. It was a true    
blessing. An idiot’s blessing. Richmond, VA and Myspace, but the details are a bit hazy. 
If you can remember 2007 you weren’t there. Y’know what? Let’s bring an old lie back 
to the table...William Wegman is my dad...and this band is supposed to humiliate him 
forever.  

Seeing that the majority of your art involves dogs, hearing that William Wegman is 
your father is almost believable. What is the inspiration behind having your work be so         
dog-centric? 

I like dogs. I relate to them. I respect a dog-populated universe. It feels kind of like        
classic cartooning but with a strange sort of personal logic. I dunno the question hasn’t 
been answered completely by me yet, and I guess that’s why I’m still interested in it.            
Sometimes drawing a dog’s face will make me laugh my brains out. It is an odd path to 
take. Spending a life drawing dogs fucking...I suppose that’s fine? Life’s crazy. 

Your work reminds me of a comic art form you don’t see a lot anymore. Both R. Crumb 
and Gary Larson come to mind. Did you read comics growing up? If so, what inspired you 
to make your own? 

I really loved comics as a kid but could never get down with superhero shit…or most of 
the trash at a regular comic book store. Newspaper comics from the 30s I could get in 
collections from the library. All I can say is support your local library. As a historical 
side-note: the library I grew up with was named Virgil L. Grissom Library and also served 
as a memorial to the 2nd American ever in Space, Virgil “Gus” Grissom. Grissom was 
killed along with three other astronauts in Apollo I testing. Had he lived he would have 
undoubtedly been the first man to walk on the moon. Kinda insane that I was exposed to 
Crumb comics at the same library.

Your previous website (www.dotcomandshit.org) got hacked by some sort of spam company 
as I recall, but you were able to redesign the site with your art in a way that made you 
profit from it. Can you tell us more about what happened? 

Yeah, that website got hacked. It became a fake viagra best pills online spam site for a 
hot second. I cleaned up the spam but then realized I could allow ads on the site for fake 
viagra…keep the Metatags and then hide the ads. I receive 15 cents a day for that website 
which equals a grand total of $54.75 per year.  When I saw I could make THAT KIND OF 
MONEY, I started thinking about online spam as meditation. Then I made a short comic 
to go with it. 

I know that you had a series of single-panel comics that contained a character of yours 
named Worzil that you submitted to The New Yorker. This gained you a pretty comical  
rejection letter questioning the ethnicity of the dog character and why he didn’t wear 
pants, which you published along with the comics themselves in a book titled The Book of 
Worzil. Can you tell us about this experience? 

Well in the spirit of turning negatives into positives, I said fuck it. Those comics weren’t 
drawn with The New Yorker in mind, but somebody said, hey, you should mail them in. 
So I said, well, why not take some damned risks. Got the rejection letter from an editor 
with some highly suspicious use of proper pronouns. I couldn’t even be mad actually.    
Really nice he wrote me back.

I admire your do-it-yourself mentality. As far as I know, all of your comics have been 
published under your own Pups In Trouble Press imprint. Outside of the aforementioned 
attempt to get your work published in The New Yorker, have you tried to get your work 
published elsewhere, or do you prefer to do it yourself? 

I’m open to it for sure, but at the same time, it’s nice to be the captain of my own ship…so 
that I can go down with the ship.

Some of your fans might remember that you made an appearance on Judge Judy with a 
group of friends and a fictional claim. Can you tell us about what inspired that idea and 
how that all played out? 

You can do some research into this if you want too, but I am going to stick by the claim 
that it was 100% real until I die. Judge Judy wears mom jeans, and I called her “Mama.” 
After that she stared at me for a long time. Looking into her eyes, I saw that there was no 
God. Put that down as another great reason that I draw dogs.

You and your girlfriend started the company Slippy Syrup, which makes vape juice and 
sells flavors such as “Digital Cereal Milk,” “Lil Ugly Mane’s Courtroom,” and “Alien 
Body’s Stonehenge.” What made you decide to do this?

It’s good to have a small business for a while. I think every human owes it to themselves to 
throw caution to the wind and try something weird out. Defiantly satisfied a small need in 
my brain to explore bottom barrel chemistry. Also, I love the technology of  vaping and 
said hey, why not add my two cents into this strange world? 

In addition to making your own vape flavors, I understand that you traveled to Japan and 
met with Dr. Ispib Osnotkitchi to discus alternative nicotine intake theory, after which you 
created a comic called “Understanding Nicotine,” which I believe is still the only English 
translation of his work. How did you get in contact with Dr. Ispib Osnotkitchi, and what 
was working with him like? 

For a while, my only job in Baltimore was being a deep lab-rat for nicotine research       
studies. Through that I got to have nicotine injections, which was amazing! Afterwards, 
I was gushing about how much I loved the experience and one of the doctors said, “You 
sound like Ispib.” I had to know more. I contacted him pretty shortly afterwards about 
turning a lecture of his into a comic. Ispib really advocates for direct nicotine IV treat-
ment throughout the day. Alternative nicotine intake theory is real and desperately needs 
to be applied to smokers. To quote the good doctor, “How many billions will die…just to 
get high?” Love his work and was very happy to get to meet him! 

Are there any new projects you are working on that you’d like to share with us? 

The newest thing I’m working on is a Risograph book with Tan & Loose Press that’s a 
user’s guide to the iPhone 64. Besides that I’m doing a monthly comic for VICE entitled 
Alphabet Junction. Still working on a comic written by a prominent defense attorney 
and illustrated by me entitled: “S. Feinstein Esq.” Also Ormolyocka Editions L.T.D. is            
putting out a hardcover version of all the books I’ve made that are no longer in print. 
That’s going to be called “Adult Dog-Face for Dummies.”







You wouldn’t believe the things I do just to feel alive
Swallowing thorny roses whole
Getting lost in museums
Clutching at a stranger’s hand and the cheap newspapers that were passed out to the crowd at
the entrance
‘Mass Suicide’ in boldface across the top
The headlines rang alarm bells inside of me
Kiss him in front of ancient planks of cedar men used to conquer waves
So that when he leaves you firmly rooted in the past, he can’t enter their presence again without
remembering the ghost of your lips
I laid with him on the floor of his apartment
Among the books about the density of fog and the blissful, carefree days along The Great
Highway
A brick of hash between us
Whispering in this gentle night as coyotes wept outside his door
The brightness of the moon reflecting off the placid ocean
My heart swelled like the tides
Tangled in each other
My hair in his hair
His beard on my brow
Arm under my naked back
On that Mexican blanket he kept in that ancient German car
My Neil Young tape, still in his stereo
I suppose
I never went back for my possessions
A gallery of my belongings in that place where I left so much more than my books and tapes
He meant so much more than lust to me
I wish he could have seen that

new show biz idea: 
ku klux klan reality show
oh wait that’s called the presidency
 
a migrating constellation of injuries 
 
the social performance of gutter 
 
my whole life a series of going down one-way streets the wrong way 
 
the best compliment i’ve ever gotten: oh yeah your talk-off-a-ledge game is tight
 
he said i made his life story  more about non-atavistic love
maybe that’s all any animal    can ask 
 
to bring a box of wine and a bucket of fish heads to the party
 
pump my dump
 
witness a segment of history too oft ignored for the sake of the privileged’s comfort 
 
sift through cinnamon sediment 
 
to scrape and starve and study and still be just a pair of tits

sever my tongue then read my fortune from it:
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we drank up the days
inside of glistening 
crystal skulls 
and made aviator helmets 
out of scarab wings and
sea shells we collected 
from the edge of town.
i knew how to spell her name
with the strong arm
of a praying mantis
and how to build a fortress
using the twigs, berries,
and leaves left under
our pillows from our
children’s summer
escapades.

  

several petaled umbels

+ a brown baton of amaranth
tremble in a tin pitcher
on the table

while Tina tells of an Amish farmer
who stashes Red Bull
and Flamin’ Hot Cheetos
under his buggy seat.

I tell her my scandal:
an insect finds my ear
threads its noise
into my equilibrium

    tinny squeal
    as if a dumb bug
    could stop me gossiping

Tina peels homegrown tubers
  one white turnip
   worn out by worms

last fall, I confide, Alan croaked
  leaving me several
   waterlogged cassettes

in the car I rewind Gregg Allman’s
“I’m No Angel”
over and over
           a carved-out psychomachia

the tape a length of film
with a limited life
touched by the Earth

I’m no Angel
the great Earth
in my Honda
makes a sound

I know what Daddy did to you
behind that door
across the hall
from mine.
The evidence was a lump
rotting
under the living room carpet.
It drew in flies
who swarmed the room
and filled the space
between us
with their buzzing.

Mama turned the TV up,
but the buzzing got louder
and louder
until I could—and can—hear it
from the other side of Georgia
where I sleep now,
nine hundred
and fifteen
miles
from your Eighth Ave. apartment.

The flies come after me when I am alone.
They gnaw through my blouse
and burrow into my chest,
hollowing out a place
where there was once
a father
and
a mother.

But I just want you to know,
even though I won’t tell you,
that somewhere in the mess
of that gaping,
mangled
cavity,
there still is
and has always been
a brother.
 

Raúl Zurita’s poetry has occupied spaces abstract and concrete. His verses have been scrawled in chem-trails across the skies of New York 
City and carved into the sands of the Atacama Desert—the latter, “Ni pena, ni miedo” [“Neither shame, nor fear”], is famously visible 
from space. In Chile in the 1970s, under a brutally repressive dictatorial regime, Zurita projected his subversive interiority on walls always 
already destined to vandalism, if not to demolition. Demarcating a space as public as any façade, Zurita even went so far as to sear his cheek 
with an iron poker in an act I would characterize as poetical-political in its representation not of any grievance in particular, but of an 
almost senseless post-traumatic grieving. Parting from a place in his psyche scarred both by the state terror he experienced and the torture 
he endured while jailed, Zurita felt compelled to write his esoteric poetry over cityscapes, across landscapes, and in spaces as simultaneously 
public and private as the corporeal.
 Zurita, I believe, saw in his reflection not the depth of his own gentle eyes, but a space on the slope of his cheek on which 
he could inscribe a poetical-political art action impressive enough to simulate the psyche-scarring experiences he endured under                                        
authoritarianism. I spoke directly with him about all this in an interview that I will narrate now to the best of my recollection, allowing 
the poet to speak for himself about that faithful act:

I saw myself one moment, without knowing much what I was doing burning my face. Some humiliation. I remembered       
something Christ said—the year was 1975—about his “right cheek,” and I burned my left cheek, and it was something. I mean, 
I took this red-hot iron poker, and I burned it. And it was pretty brutal and pretty powerful. Completely alone, I don’t know, 
there in that void...

For a moment the poet appeared as though he were no longer present. He was perceivably lost in recollection. Resurfacing in the wake 
of some powerful memory, under his breath, the poet muttered “I might have started up with like the first whimper of a creature when 
it’s born.” Could this first whimper of a child be an act of communication compelled by—in response to—the brutality of birth, that   
marking thrust into a new order where suffering is primordially sacred, I thought. At that moment, I understood that my conversation 
with the poet would be like reading a living, breathing text.
 “There was this emptiness, maybe, and the mark of that burn, that scar,” again the poet gazed off, this time murmuring the 
word purgatory, the title of one of his most celebrated works. He started up again, but now with marked incisiveness: “But when I did it, 
I didn’t know exactly what I was doing. I probably imposed some artistic intentionality on it—that’s how it’s come to be called a work 
of art. It wasn’t artwork, but a way of suffering, feeling pain, shame, punishment.” During the 1970s, Zurita, Chile’s future poet laureate, 
endured detainment and torture by state inquisitors ordered by military dictator Augusto Pinochet’s regime to weed out subversives  fol-
lowing the 1973 coup. Let’s take the poet’s lead and challenge the pretension that his self-mutilation was simply art by instead focusing on 
the sincerity of the action as penitence for a suffering supposed to have been sacred. After all, beyond the physical scar, there isn’t anything 
innately spectacular about his act. As Zurita put it:

It wasn’t a performance, which seem theatrical and contrived to me, but something that overcame all that. For example, Vallejo 
who was an avant-gardist in the way that his expression broke with words, broke with syntax, broke away from everything. 
He’s impressionistic, profoundly impressionistic. And there’s no planning with him like there is with Huidobro. My body was 
something that could surpass pain and fear. I don’t know if I had wanted to blind myself in function of the poetry in the sky. I 
had these projects, writings in the sky—maximum solitude—that also occurred to me, practically at that same time. This idea 
of occupying spaces, occupying the sky, the desert, was really just a dreamed up reaction to that ferocious golpe. 

I’ll make a point here of charging the word golpe with a dual signification: at once coup and strike. Emphasizing the reactive nature of his 
creativity, Zurita described his (art) actions to me as an almost “delirious response.”

Faced with a strike as ferocious as the coup d’etat in Chile, there were many responses, and one was to dream. To dream, dream, 
dream, dream up something in the sky, something totally the opposite. In other words, something as grand as the pain inflicted, 
by that beating. A response not of resignation, but of enormity. Not a little poem, but something so immense. I wanted to           
respond with something of the same force, or greater still, as the pain suffered. Since one can’t kill a million people or kill an 
entire army, one does these other things. One who can’t so much as kill an ant can invent poems in the sky.

It is precisely the gravity of his responses, their enormity—truly in due measure—that makes the poet’s act of self-mutilation as                     
significant as it is.
 There is indeed something sublime about the act, a profound psychic enormity about it that I would relate to terror.                            
Self-mutilation, in this case, is a violence that reflects a psychic disturbance in the subject compelled to such self-affliction. It was the 
terror Zurita endured, state terror, which motivated this act, at once a poetical-political art action and a symptom of trauma. In a post-
traumatic mode, Zurita simulated and self-inflicted a horrific pain, rekindling the suffering that was dealt to him by his torturers.
 Like any truly traumatic experience, authoritarianism and state terror are predestined to reemerge, to afflict the collective       
human psyche with future terrors. There is no doubt that we are seeing a resurgence of fascism today across the globe. As artists or activists, 
we have a certain agency that enables us to engage reality reactively. If you take anything away from this reading, let it be that we must 
respond to or resist authoritarianism, fascism, torture, violence, and state terror whenever and wherever it emerges by whatever means 
necessary, poetical or political.
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